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Analyses of the dynamics of change present in Europe are not complete without taking into account the role and function of the
critical approach as a founding element of European culture. An appreciation of critical thinking must go hand-in-hand with
reflection on its essence, forms, and centuries-long tradition. The European philosophical tradition has thematized the problem of
criticism since its appearance. This book contains articles on the history of philosophical criticism and ways that it has been
understood in European thought. Individual chapters contain both historical-philosophical and problem-oriented analyses,
indicating the relationships between philosophical criticism and rationalism, logic, scepticism, atheism, dialectic procedure, and
philosophical counseling, among others. Philosophical reflection on critical thinking allows for an acknowledgment of its
significance in the fields of epistemology, philosophy of politics, aesthetics, methodology, philosophy of language, and cultural
theory. The book should interest not only humanities scholars, but also scholars in other fields, as the development of an antidogmatic critical approach is a lasting and indispensible challenge for all disciplines.
This book consists of Gregory Vlastos' studies on a variety of themes in Plato's metaphysics, epistemology, ethics, and social
philosophy. Although many of the essays have appeared in various philosophical and classical journals or symposia, new in the
volume are two major studies. One is on Plato's theory of love, exploring its metaphysical dimension and its far-reaching
implications for personal and political relations. The other centers on semantic and logical problems in the Sophist; it offers
solutions to crucial difficulties in this fundamental Platonic work. In these essays the author presents ideas which are likely to
provoke comment and may be discussed as vigorously in scholarly journals as has some of his earlier work. The other papers,
some of them extensively revised, comprise virtually all the author's published work on Plato, with the exception of a few papers
easily accessible elsewhere. This second edition includes three additional essays and extensive notes that were not included in
the original edition.
The ethical question is the question of our times. Within critical theory, it has focused on the act of reading. This original and
courageous study reverses the terms of inquiry to analyse the ethical composition of the act of writing.
Plato's Critique of Impure Reason offers a dramatic interpretation of the Republic, at the center of which lies a novel reading of the
historical person of Socrates as the "real image" of the good
Tracing the interrelationship among play, poetic imitation, and power to the Hellenic world, Mihai I. Spariosu provides a revisionist
model of cultural change in Greek antiquity. Challenging the traditional and static distinction made between archaic and later
Greek culture, Spariosu's perspective is grounded in a dialectical understanding of values whose dominance depends on cultural
emphasis and which shifts through time. Building upon the scholarship of an earlier volume, Dionysus Reborn, Spariosu her
continues to draw on Dionysus—the “God of many names,” of both poetic play and sacred power—as a mythical embodiment of the
two sides of the classical Greek mentality. Combining philosophical reflection with close textual analysis, the author examines the
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divided nature of the Hellenic mentality in such primary canonic texts as the Iliad, the Odyssey, the Theogony, Works and Days,
the most well-known of the Presocratic fragments, Euripides' Bacchae, Aristophanes' The Frogs, Plato's Republic and Laws, and
Aristotle's Poetics and Politics. Spariosu's model illuminates the many of the most enduring questions in contemporary humanistic
study and addresses modern questions about the nature of the interrelation of poetry, ethics, and politics.
This latest BACAP Proceedings covers three key areas in ancient philosophy, ethics, method and physics. Under ethics, there are
three papers on Socratic piety, Aristotelian friendship, and Augustinian-Platonic virtue. Under method, Socratic elenchos, Socratic
maieutic, and Aristotelian aporematic inquiry. Under physics, life in Plato and mo
Vir die eerste keer in Afrikaans (die jongste Westerse taal wat in die afgelope eeu reeds sy eie unieke letterkunde geskep het)
word die verhaal van Grieks vertel, die oudste Westerse taal waarin feitlik al die bekende literere genres hul weergalose vorm en
gestalte gekry het. Hoewel hierdie publikasie basies linguisties van aard is, poog die skrywer om die dramatis personae self ook
aan die woord te stel in plaas van om net in taalkundige jargon te verval. Om 'n werk soos hierdie saam te stel, vereis kundigheid
in verskeie vaksubgebiede wat begin by oer-Grieks in sy sillabiese lynskriffases A en B. Die Grieks van die Goue Era van Perikles
se Athene (circa 500 v.C.) is die bekendste. Min mense besef egter dat Homeros bedrieglik pre-klassiek is. Die klassieke Griek
kon sy twee groot eposse (die Ilias en die Odusseia) nie sonder meer vlot lees nie. Dit was hulle Chaucer en Shakespeare. Die
Griekse NT is sekerlik die belangrikste dokument wat ooit in Grieks opgestel is, hoewel dit stilisties nie naastenby die beste is nie.
Vir sy bespreking van veral die semantiek van Moderne Grieks gebruik die skrywer hier vir die eerste keer dr. Philip Nicolaides se
uitvoerige Grieks-Afrikaanse Woordeboek van 843 foliogrootte bladsye. Dis teen die middel van die vorige eeu opgestel, maar is
nooit gepubliseer nie. Gerrit Kruger besit vandag die enigste (oorspronklike) kopie daarvan.
This book is an original interpretation of the idea of the Good that is based on the interplay between words (logoi) and dramatic
action (erga) in Plato’s dialogues Philebus, The Republic, Phaedrus, Euthyphro, and the Apology.
This is a comprehensive interpretation of Plato's Meno through examination of dramatic details and analysis of arguments.
Of all Plato’s dialogues, the Parmenides is notoriously the most difficult to interpret. Scholars of all periods have disagreed about
its aims and subject matter. The interpretations have ranged from reading the dialogue as an introduction to the whole of Platonic
metaphysics to seeing it as a collection of sophisticated tricks, or even as an elaborate joke. This work presents an illuminating
new translation of the dialogue together with an extensive introduction and running commentary, giving a unified explanation of the
Parmenides and integrating it firmly within the context of Plato's metaphysics and methodology. Scolnicov shows that in the
Parmenides Plato addresses the most serious challenge to his own philosophy: the monism of Parmenides and the Eleatics. In
addition to providing a serious rebuttal to Parmenides, Plato here re-formulates his own theory of forms and participation,
arguments that are central to the whole of Platonic thought, and provides these concepts with a rigorous logical and philosophical
foundation. In Scolnicov's analysis, the Parmenides emerges as an extension of ideas from Plato's middle dialogues and as an
opening to the later dialogues. Scolnicov’s analysis is crisp and lucid, offering a persuasive approach to a complicated dialogue.
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This translation follows the Greek closely, and the commentary affords the Greekless reader a clear understanding of how
Scolnicov’s interpretation emerges from the text. This volume will provide a valuable introduction and framework for
understanding a dialogue that continues to generate lively discussion today.
The Socratic Turn addresses the question of whether we can acquire genuine knowledge of good and evil, right and wrong.
Reputedly, Socrates was the first philosopher to make the attempt. But Socrates was a materialistic natural scientist in his youth,
and it was only much later in life—after he had rejected materialistic natural science—that he finally turned, around the age of forty,
to the examination of ordinary moral and political opinions, or to moral-political philosophy so understood. Through a consideration
of Plato's account of Socrates' intellectual development, and with a view to relevant works of the pre-Socratics, Xenophon,
Aristotle, Hesiod, Homer, and Aristophanes, Dustin Sebell reproduces the course of thought that carried Socrates from
materialistic natural science to moral-political philosophy. By doing so, he seeks to recover an all but forgotten approach to the
question of justice, one still worthy of being called scientific.
Dialectic and Dialogue seeks to define the method and the aims of Plato's dialectic in both the "inconclusive" dialogues and the
dialogues that describe and practice a method of hypothesis. Departing from most treatments of Plato, Gonzalez argues that the
philosophical knowledge at which dialectic aims is nonpropositional, practical, and reflexive. The result is a reassessment of how
Plato understood the nature of philosophy.
We are glad to announce this special issue of the Plato Journal (6/2016) which consists of the proceeding papers of a workshop
with the title ‘Ways of Interpreting Plato’ organized by Lloyd Gerson at the University of Toronto in March 11-12, 2016. The
volume opens with an introduction by Lloyd Gerson and includes five papers, along with the comments of the corresponding
respondents. We would like to thank Lloyd Gerson and the contributors for choosing the Plato Journal as the venue for their work.
The Plato Journal accepts submissions on Plato and the Platonic tradition and responses to Platonic scholarship, in the form of
single papers, notes, or proceedings. All submissions are refereed (through a double-blind peer-review process) by expert
readers, including a native or fluent speaker of the language of the article.
Focusing on the speeches and actions of the Platonic Socrates, this book argues that Plato's political philosophy is a crucial
source for reflection on the hazards and possibilities of democratic politics.
The "theory of forms" usually attributed to Plato is one of the most famous of philosophical theories, yet it has engendered such
controversy in the literature on Plato that scholars even debate whether or not such a theory exists in his texts. Plato's Forms:
Varieties of Interpretation is an ambitious work that brings together, in a single volume, widely divergent approaches to the topic of
the forms in Plato's dialogues. With contributions rooted in both Anglo-American and Continental philosophy, the book illustrates
the contentious role the forms have played in Platonic scholarship and suggests new approaches to a central problem of Plato
studies.
The Continuum Companion to PlatoA&C Black
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Hellenism is the living culture of the Greek-speaking peoples and has a continuing history of more than 3,500 years. The
Encyclopedia of Greece and the Hellenic Tradition contains approximately 900 entries devoted to people, places, periods, events,
and themes, examining every aspect of that culture from the Bronze Age to the present day. The focus throughout is on the
Greeks themselves, and the continuities within their own cultural tradition. Language and religion are perhaps the most obvious
vehicles of continuity; but there have been many others--law, taxation, gardens, music, magic, education, shipping, and countless
other elements have all played their part in maintaining this unique culture. Today, Greek arts have blossomed again; Greece has
taken its place in the European Union; Greeks control a substantial proportion of the world's merchant marine; and Greek
communities in the United States, Australia, and South Africa have carried the Hellenic tradition throughout the world. This is the
first reference work to embrace all aspects of that tradition in every period of its existence.
Because developments in informal logic have been based, for the most part, on idealized and abstract models, the tools available
for argument analysis are not easily adapted to the needs of everyday argumentation. In this book Douglas Walton proposes a
new and practical approach to argument analysis based on his theory that different standards for argument must apply in the case
of different types of dialogue. By refining and extending the existing formal classifications of dialogue, Walton shows that each
dialogue type, be it inquiry, negotiation, or critical discussion, has its own set of goals. He goes on to demonstrate that an
argument can best be evaluated in terms of its contribution, positive or negative, to the goals of the particular dialogue it is meant
to further. In this way he illustrates how argument can be brought into the service of many types of dialogue, and thus has valuable
uses that go well beyond the mere settling of disputes and differences. By reaching back to the Aristotelian roots of logic as an
applied, practical discipline and by formulating a new framework of rationality for evaluating arguments, Douglas Walton restores a
much-needed balance to argument analysis. This book complements and extends his Argument Structure: A Pragmatic Theory
(University of Toronto Press, 1996).
This study intends principally to isolate and describe the function of myth in the Phaedo in order to show its effect on the complex
metaphysics developed throughout the dialogue. It further illustrates how these metaphysical concepts structure the dialogue's
concluding eschatological myth.
Arthur Madigan presents a clear, accurate new translation of the third book (Beta) of Aristotle's Metaphysics, together with two
related chapters from the eleventh book (Kappa). Madigan's accompanying commentary gives detailed guidance to these texts, in
which Aristotle sets out what he takes to be the main problems of metaphysics or 'first philosophy' and assesses possible solutions
to them.
This essay collection discusses the role of emotion in ethics, the relationship between emotions and authenticity and freedom, the
role of emotions in the law, and includes discussions of Freud and his critics.
This comprehensive reference guide includes over 140 entries on every aspect of Plato's thought.
Examining every aspect of the culture from antiquity to the founding of Constantinople in the early Byzantine era, this thoroughly crossPage 4/6
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referenced and fully indexed work is written by an international group of scholars. This Encyclopedia is derived from the more broadly
focused Encyclopedia of Greece and the Hellenic Tradition, the highly praised two-volume work. Newly edited by Nigel Wilson, this singlevolume reference provides a comprehensive and authoritative guide to the political, cultural, and social life of the people and to the places,
ideas, periods, and events that defined ancient Greece.
While some philosophers feel that Plato corrupted the practice of Western metaphysics, others feel his legacy has been abandoned to the
detriment of Western thought. Even though Michael Oakeshott is well known for his critique of rationalism, and his denial that human reason
is capable of achieving eternal truths--truths such as those articulated by Plato and his contemporaries--Oakeshott does not view Plato as the
source of either error or truth. He instead considers Plato to be the proponent of an important dialectical manner of thinking. In The Enemies
of Perfection, author Debra Candreva argues that Plato's philosophy is among the most important influences on Oakeshott's thought, with his
debts to Plato far outweighing his criticisms. Further, Candreva's examination of Oakeshott's treatment of Plato forms the basis of an
argument against the view that a radical gap between ancient and modern thought renders ancient philosophy either inaccessible or
irrelevant to current thinking.
A comprehensive study of ?one of the most elusive and subtle” of all the Platonic dialogues. The Gorgias begins with a discussion of the
nature and value of rhetoric and develops into an impassioned argument for the primacy of absolute right (as expressed by conscience) in the
regulation of both public and private life. Plochmann and Robinson closely analyze this great dialogue in the first two-thirds of their book,
turning in the final four chapters to a broader discussion of its unity, sweep, and philosophic implications.
This book develops novel accounts of many of the most controversial topics in the philosophy of Socrates. The authors first develop Socrates'
methodological, epistemological, and psychological views before examining his ethical, political, and religious convictions. The results reveals
both the richness and the remarkable coherence of the philosophy of Plato's Socrates.
Traditional Plato scholarship, in the English-speaking world, has assumed that Platonic dialogues are merely collections of arguments.
Inevitably, the question arises: If Plato wanted to present collections of arguments, why did he write dialogues instead of treatises?
Concerned about this question, some scholars have been experimenting with other, more contextualized ways of reading the dialogues. This
anthology is among the first to present these new approaches as pursued by a variety of scholars. As such, it offers new perspectives on
Plato as well as a suggestive view of Plato scholarship as something of a laboratory for historians of philosophy generally. The essays
gathered here each examine vital aspects of Plato’s many methods, considering his dialogues in relation to Thucydides and Homer, narrative
strategies and medical practice, images and metaphors. They offer surprising new research into such much-studied works as The Republic
as well as revealing views of lesser-known dialogues like the Cratylus and Philebus. With reference to thinkers such as Heidegger, Gadamer,
and Sartre, the authors place the Platonic dialogues in an illuminating historical context. Together, their essays should reinvigorate the
scholarly examination of the way Plato’s dialogues “work”—and should prompt a reconsideration of how the form of Plato’s philosophical
writing bears on the Platonic conception of philosophy.
In this volume, a distinguished group of philosophers aims to offer fresh insight into Platonic studies. Combining research with analysis, the
authors present 14 essays on various dimensions of Plato's thought. Most of Plato's dialogues are examined, from such Socratic texts as
Protagoras, Euthyphro and Crito to the allegedly late Sophist, Statesman and Laws. Several essays explore specific philosophical problems
raised in a single Platonic dialogue. Some offer in-depth analysis of one dialogue - for instance, the volume includes two very different but
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highly provocative essays on Timateus. Others pursue a topic or theme that runs throughout a number of dialogues, and others speak about
the Platonic heritage and the thought of ancient philosophers who regarded themselves as faithfully preserving and transmitting the doctrines
of their master. The major subject divisions of philosophy are covered, with considerable attention being paid to issues of Platonist
methodology.

The pedagogical technique of the playful Plato, especially his ability to create living discourses that directly address the student, is
the subject of Plato the Teacher. “The crisis of the Republic” refers to the decisive moment in his central dialogue when
philosopher-readers realize that Plato’s is challenging them to choose justice by going back down into the dangerous Cave of
political life for the sake of the greater Good, as both Socrates and Cicero did.
The Rhetoric of Berkeley's Philosophy offers rhetorical and literary analyses of four of his major philosophical texts.
Brings together 18 key essays, plus two completely new essays, by one of the world's leading commentators on the work of the
French philosopher Gilles Deleuze.
A step by step, passage by passage analysis of the complete Republic. White shows how the argument of the book is articulated,
the important interconnections among its elements, and the coherent and carefully developed train of though which motivates its
complex philosophical reasoning. In his extensive introduction, White describes Plato's aims, introduces the argument, and
discusses the major philosophical and ethical theories embodied in the Republic. He then summarizes each of its ten books and
provides substantial explanatory and interpretive notes.
Despite his ceaseless efforts to purge his fellow citizens of their unfounded opinions and to bring them to care for what he believes
to be the most important things, Plato's Socrates rarely succeeds in his pedagogical project with the characters he encounters.
This is in striking contrast to the historical Socrates, who spawned the careers of Plato, Xenophon, and other authors of Socratic
dialogues. Through an examination of Socratic pedagogy under its most propitious conditions, focusing on a narrow class of
dialogues featuring Lysis and Alcibiades, this book answers the question: "why does Plato portray his divinely appointed gadfly as
such a dramatic failure?"
A reprint of the Princeton University Press edition of 1988. Reeve's classic work provides an interpretation of Republic that makes
a case for the coherence of Plato's argument.
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